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“Without my CLA attorney, it wouldn’t have worked. 

He treated me like a full, real person.” 

       —Laurie 

“Now I feel like there’s hope and a way forward.” 

          —Queenie 

“If Community Legal Aid  

didn’t fight for me, I wouldn’t have a life at all.” 

       —Sharon 

“No doubt. CLA did one heck of a job.”  

       —Randy 

“CLA evened the playing field, but it was bigger  

than that. We had a champion.” 

          —TracyLee 
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Legal Aid. Medha, Joel’s attorney, quickly crafted a sound and innovative 

argument for Joel’s case, which won at appeal. Joel says, “With Medha’s 

job.” He adds, “Donor support for CLA is essential to continue providing 

services like they did for me.”
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“[Before,] I felt taken 

Medha’s expertise, 

dramatic difference.”
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“Laura made a 

on my own now.”
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assistance for failure to provide information about her daughter’s father to the 

agencies and was able to resolve the problem and protect Jackline’s benefits.

family’s MassHealth benefits would be terminated. The notice was particularly 

during childbirth. The nerves in her baby’s arm were damaged, and doctors 

conflicting cases were open in the MassHealth system under Jackline’s name. 

Laura identified the problem and successfully advocated for the family’s 

MassHealth benefits to be restored. Now, Jackline’s daughter receives weekly 

With Laura’s help, Jackline has learned to advocate for herself. She 

Jackline says, “Laura made a difference in my life because I can stand on my 

own now. I was stuck, and she helped me.”
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bank. She stopped gardening. She couldn’t pay for heat. Over and over, the 

Community Legal Aid. Allen, Laurie’s attorney, found that the eviction notices 

– but can’t make 

–

With assistance from BCC, Allen’s legal help, and a gift from her son, 

Laurie was able to buy back her home in 2013. Laurie says, “The most 

support. I felt like I was the only person in the world to him.” Laurie 

continues, “If I didn’t have Allen – it wouldn’t have worked. He treated me 

like a full, real person.”

future. “I’m gonna get out there with all my vigor in the spring,” she says. 

“My life has been on hold, literally, for eight years. Now, at 53, I can start my 

life over again. It’s all behind me, and Laurie, unmarried woman, is a 

homeowner!”
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“I can start my life 

over again. It’s all 

now [I’m] a 

homeowner!”
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 “If it wasn’t for 

CLA, I don’t know 

have done.”
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threats of violence, calling her a “whore” and threatening to kidnap her and 

take her to a place where “no one would be able to find the body.” 

life over. Unfortunately, within a week of Tom’s release from jail in 2013, he 

found Mindy’s new home and left a threatening note in her mailbox.

Mindy’s request. Jeff knew that the request was denied on improper grounds, 

prevailed. Unfortunately, Mindy’s struggle wasn’t over. Tom had filed a 

Jeff was able to have Mindy’s daughter’s psychotherapist testify at trial 

daughter “in the arms of a monster.” She was afraid her daughter might not 

survive. Thanks to Jeff’s advocacy, and Mindy’s strength, the judge agreed 

one thing: making sure her daughter grows into a healthy, safe adult. “My life 

revolves around her,” Mindy says. “I’ll be okay – I’m an adult. But I want to 

situation I was in. And now I can do that.” Of her experience with CLA, Mindy 

says, “Jeff is a great lawyer. He’s a fighter, and because of his fight, he 

pushed me to fight, and I’m very thankful. If it wasn’t for CLA, I don't know 

what I would have done. I’m very grateful.”
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“We need more money in legal services so people 

don’t go unrepresented.” 
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“Imagine the impact a million dollars would make and the 

need.” 
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our operations, and are critical to CLA’s success.
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Eugene P. O’Donnell, Jr., Esq.
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405 Main Street 
Worcester, MA 01608 

Main Office Locations: 

www.communitylegal.org                       (855) CLA-LEGAL (855-252-5342) 

Satellite Office Locations: 


